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SANMINA OFFERS THE WORLD’S MOST ADVANCED OPTICAL AND RF/MICROWAVE SOLUTIONS FOR A WIDE RANGE OF INDUSTRIES

Sanmina is the leader in turnkey design and production of complex Optical and RF/Microwave components and systems used in a variety of applications including the latest communication network infrastructure operating at 100Gb/s and beyond, as well as equipment for medical, industrial and defense/aerospace. These include components such as lasers, modulators, drivers, sub-systems such as transceivers, amplifiers, microwave radios, and complete circuit cards or systems.

COMMUNICATION NETWORK INFRASTRUCTURE
- Optical transceivers, lasers, drivers, modulators, TOSA/ROSA elements
- 100Gb/s High speed and RF modules
- 100Gb/s Optical blades, circuit cards
- Microwave radios, modems

DEFENSE AND AEROSPACE
- L-X-Ku TR modules/subsystems for active electronically scanned radars
- X-band radar switch matrix systems
- Space C-band radar TR modules
- Avionics Satcom router systems

MEDICAL SYSTEMS
- Optical modules for coherent tomography systems
- Optical blood analyzers
- Optical skin treatment systems
- Surgical camera systems

INDUSTRIAL
- Optical pathogen food analysis systems
- Control and data acquisition systems
- Wind turbine LIDAR designs: Laser/optical wind speed measurement
- Stationary and mobile power controls

COMPLETE END-TO-END SOLUTIONS
Development of complete solutions start from early architecture and technology definition, through detailed product development, end-to-end test, qualification, to production implementation and volume production. At Sanmina, we've invested heavily in developing tools and process models to streamline the design process and improve product time to market. Our business model allows our customers to own the IP while we assume responsibility for product performance, yields and cost.

Partner with Sanmina- we stand behind your product and its success. We design and manufacture, and you own the IP.

PROVEN OPTICAL AND RF/MICROWAVE TECHNOLOGY EXPERTISE
Optical and RF/Microwave technologies are at the core of what we do — the engineering, industrialization and volume manufacturing of products requiring custom solutions for high speed optical/RF signal processing and interconnection.

Companies come to Sanmina to solve their toughest challenges with:
- Very high frequency and high bandwidth signal interconnection (up to E-band)
- High density microelectronic and optical component interconnections and packaging
- RF/Microwave and optical module integration
- High speed RF and Optical test systems
- Optical and Microwave transport blades and system interconnections
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• Expertise in high end optical and RF products.
• Advanced optical and RF technology
• End-to-end test system development
• Global manufacturing infrastructure
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